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1. Social _____ can be thought of as incorporating normative concerns bearing on 
debates about desirable ends or values of social life about how social life ideally 
Ã¢â‚¬Å“ought to beÃ¢â‚¬Â  in ways that overlap closely with concerns in the fields of 
moral, political, and legal philosophy.

     	--->> theory

     	      organization

     	      demand

     	      abberation

2. Participation ______ represents a move from the global, aspatial and top-down 
strategies that dominated early development initiatives to more locally sensitive 
methodologies

     	      organization

     	--->> theory

     	      demands

     	      evolution

3. Environmental ______ is the unfavourable alteration of our surroundings, wholly or 
largely as a by-product of manÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s actions, through direct or indirect effects of 
the changes in the energy pattern, radiation levels, and chemical and physical 
constitution and abundance of organisms.

     	      misfit

     	--->> polution

     	      alteration

     	      actions

4. ______ theories suggest that a person and his environment co-exist. More like a 
symbiotic relationship

     	--->> ecological

     	      social
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     	      participation

     	      environmental

5. ______ collect variety of wastes (plastic, paper, metals, food, glass etc) from 
thousands of low &middle-income earning communities and commercial hubs in Kano 
through scrap dealers and mobile waste managers using technology, and exchange 
those wastes with direct cash incentives

     	--->> eTrash2cash

     	      Wecyclers

     	      Trash to Cash

     	      all of the above

6. A personÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s _______ exists because of the environment they are put in

     	      morals

     	      intelect

     	--->> behaviour

     	      energy

7. Thses are all pollutions except ______

     	      noise

     	      radiactive

     	      thermal

     	--->> none of the above

8. Poverty, overpopulation and greed, amongst others social ills are attributed as the 
major cause of ______ of the environment.

     	      deviations

     	      damages

     	--->> degradation

     	      demands
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9. Environmental _____  refers to the coming together of various groups of individuals 
and organizations that work in collaboration in social, scientific, political, and 
conservational fields with the main purpose of addressing environmental concerns.

     	      synergy

     	      campaign

     	      welfare

     	--->> activism

10. Social _____ means ideas, arguments, hypotheses, thought-experiments and 
explanatory speculations about how and why human societies or elements or 
structures of such societies come to be formed, change, and develop over time or 
disappear.

     	--->> theory

     	      organization

     	      demand

     	      abberation
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